Recent research on the possible function of chymotrypsin inhibitor I protein crystallized from potato tubers (1) has revealed that it behaves as if it is a major reserve protein in leaves of certain members of the Solanaceae family (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , whereas in leaves of other species it is not found at all (4 (8) . 513 RYAN AND SHUMWAY An increase in the concentration of inhibitor I protein in variegated or white tobacco leaf tissue, but not in green tissue, results when the leaves are detached and the petioles placed in water. This induction is not light-dependent as it is with tomato and potato leaves (Table II) . Of great interest is the fact that variegated tissue significantly accumulated inhibitor I protein in darkness, but the accumulation was severely limited by constant light. This suggested that in light the presence of green tissue inhibited synthesis of inhibitor I in adjacent white tissue.
The existence of a tobacco mutant that differentially synthesizes inhibitor I in white, but not green leaf tissue substantiates that tobacco leaves have the capacity to synthesize inhibitor I and that the regulatory mechanisms that control the synthesis differ between tobacco leaves and potato and tomato leaves. The cytoplasmic mutation (2) that produced variegation apparently affects grana membranes of chloroplasts (ef. Fig. 1 ). This suggests a possible relationship between intact chloroplasts and inhibitor I accumulation. We therefore suggest that light-dependent products of the chloroplasts may inhibit inhibitor I synthesis in green tobacco leaves. This hypothesis is consistent with the data of Tables I and II. If this is extended to potato and tomato plants, this implies that inhibitor I synthesis in leaves of these plants is also inhibited by photosynthetic products and that this inhibition (repression) is reversed by detachment and light.
The various variegated and normal green leaves of the Solanunm family have presented us with convenient tools to study the regulation and synthesis of inhibitor I protein in vivo. The variegated tobacco variety has introduced questions regarding the relationships between the intact chloroplast and the regulation of nitrogen metabolism in green leaves.
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